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ABSTRACT
The potential of two photon processes to shed light on the parton content
of resonances, we maintain, can only be realised in practice by moving
towards an Amplitude Analysis of experimental data. By using the process
77 —* 7T7T as an example, the way to do this is discussed. Presently claimed
uncertainties in the 77 width of even the well-known J2 (1270) are shown to
be over-optimistic and the fitted couplings of the overlapping scalar states
in the 1 GeV region meaningless. Only the use of Amplitude Analysis
techniques on the new higher statistics data from SLAC and DESY can
resolve these uncertainties and lead to definite and significant results.

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N
For nearly thirty years, two photon processes with hadrons in the final state have held

out the prospect of elucidating the nature of the strong interactions l \ However, it is
really only in the last five years and particularly with some of the higher statistics data
presented here that these hopes may be realised. Of course, in the intervening 30 years, our
understanding of the strong interactions has moved on. Indeed, we believe we now know
what the theory of the strong interactions actually is, namely QCD, and so, in principle,
we know everything there is to know about the nature of the strong interactions and there
is nothing more to elucidate. Of course, life isn't as easy as that ! It is only in very simple
situations, in very particular kinematic regimes, as discussed here by Zoltan Kunszt 2) and
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by Nathan Isgur 3), that we can compute with any degree of reliability what QCD

has to say for any physical process.

For the bulk of hadronic phenomena, which are non-perturbative, we have

to rely almost entirely on experiment for our understanding - two kinds of ex-

periments, those performed with detectors like PLUTO and MARK II and those

experiments performed on computers like Cray II and Cray XMP's by lattice me-

chanics. These two approaches together will hopefully allow us to understand the

non-perturbative mechanisms of QCD. One of the aspects of any theory that lat-

tice calculators can tell us about is the spectrum of states. This is important since

the spectrum is a direct reflection of the underlying dynamics of the constituents.

What lattice and bag model calculations indicate is that the spectrum of hadrons

in QCD is far richer than that in the naive quark model. This richness comes

about because of the excitation of the gluonic degrees of freedom and the key

issue of hadron spectroscopy in the last ten years has been to reveal those states

that are rich in glue, whether in conjunction with qq pairs as hybrids or as pure

glue states. In the search for these, two photon processes play an important role,

since photons couple to the charged constituents of hadrons and so preferentially

form hadrons that are rich in quarks. So we want to compare and contrast the

spectrum of hadrons revealed in 77 processes, with that in hadronic reactions,

where glue plays an intrinsic role. We need to know which states are ??-like and

which gluish.

Now we learn about the spectrum from experiment by measuring some cross-

section and, at its simplest, observing some peak. This we identify as some short-

lived state. The cross-section is specified by some underlying amplitude that has

some simple Breit-Wigner form. This amplitude has a pole in the complex energy

plane, on the nearby unphysical sheet, the position of which defines the mass

and width of the state and its residue the couplings to the particular channels

involved. In the case of an isolated resonance, isolated from all other dynamical

features, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the underlying dynamical

parameters, which are the position and residue of the pole in the complex energy

plane, and the position, width and height of the peak in the observed cross-section.

In general, these will not be so simply related. Nevertheless, it is the action in the

energy plane that describes the physical entities.
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Now what happens if we measure some cross-section and find it to be totally

smooth. Do we conclude that not very much is happening and there is no spectrum

to observe ? Or do we believe the graduate student, who says that they can

fit this with a set of overlapping Breit-Wigners, but how many of these do we

need ? Is it all just a matter of X2 ? The way we can tell is to measure not just

integrated quantities, but differential ones too, in which we measure all possible

angular correlations. In this way, we may be able to divide the cross-section

into components with definite sets of quantum numbers - definite spin, definite

isospin, definite parity, definite charge-conjugation. Then we may find that these

individual components of the cross-section do have structure corresponding to a

rich spectrum of states. This is not an idle example because this is exactly what

is seen in pp —• irn , where this division into contributions with definite quantum

numbers is indeed possible 4). This procedure is what is called an "Amplitude

Analysis". This is difficult to perform because it requires the measurement of all

the spin correlations of all the final state particles. Clearly, the problem simplifies

if we consider spinless particles in the final state, like iriry KK, ir°i], etc. Having

understood these, we can then be more ambitious and consider final states like pp

and pu>.

2. TOWARDS AN AMPLITUDE ANALYSIS

So let's consider performing an Amplitude Analysis for the process 77 —• JTJT,

Fig. 1. This is clearly not the only exclusive channel of interest, but it is exclusively

the only exclusive channel that we have any hope of analysing at present - largely

thanks to the data presented at this meeting on the x+ir~ and jr°5r° channels.

Moreover, this is an interesting process since it has Jpc = 0 + + , 2 + + , . . . and in the

1=0 component we expect to have glueball quantum numbers, so we want to know

what the spectrum in the 77 channel is and what their 77 couplings are as a clue

to their parton make-up.

Despite having spinless particles in the final state, performing an Amplitude

Analysis requires us to measure the differential cross-section with polarised elec-

trons and positrons too and this has not been done at present. Thus we can-

not make a 'kosher' Amplitude Analysis. Nevertheless, we can move towards an
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Fig. 1 : The process 77 —• inr

Amplitude Analysis by recognising that there are important over-riding model-

independent properties that limit the range of possible amplitudes that can de-

scribe a given set of experimental data and as we shall see these are quite restric-

tive.

These general properties are four in number. The first is particular to the 77

process and is that our description must respect QED gauge invariance. The other

three properties are features of all processes. They arc particularly powerful for

strong interaction processes, since they are non-perturbative. The first of these

is the conservation of probability. As we shall see, there is, in fact, no greater

commandment than that the sum of probabilities equals one. The second and

third commandments are that our description must be relativistic and causal. We

shall see what a powerful role these play.

For orientation, let us recall what the data on 77 —> ir+x~ and 7r°jr° look like.

Fig. 2 shows a collage of the earlier ir+x~ results 5>6)7) prepared by Cartwright 8)

that is, in fact, more impressionistic than a real representation of the data, together

with last year's preliminary T°T° results from Crystal Ball 9). Though we shall

consider the process 77 —» irir in the s-channel, it is convenient to discuss the

process in the t-channel language first, so that the process is a photon scattering

off a pion, Fig. 1. At low energy, when the wavelength of the photon is long, it

sees the whole hadron and couples to its electric charge. Thus it sees the charged

pion but not the neutral and the ir°ir° cross-section is correspondingly small at

low energies. However, as the energy increases and the wavelength of the photon

decreases, it resolves structure in the pion, recognising that the pion, whether

charged or neutral, contains the same charged constituents and causes these to

resonate. Thus we see the well-known qq state, the / J ( 1 2 7 0 ) , as the single most
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event normalization should be unfolded (cf Figs. 10, 14) ; (b) preliminary Jr°7r°
results from Crystal Ball 9).
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prominent feature of both fl"+7r and 7r°7r° data - the two cross-sections being

related by some simple isospin Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. The determination of

its 77 coupling is an important pointer to our ability to compute such quantities

in lattice gauge theories, or other models.

Now let us consider constructing the amplitudes for these processes, which we

denote by / , and let us begin at low energies, where QED gauge invariance plays

an important role. There the first completely general model-independent property

we must respect enters. This requires that when the photons have zero momentum

and see the whole of the hadron, they couple to its electric charge. This means

that there the amplitude / is exactly given by the lowest order QED contribution,

the Born amplitude, B 10). Thus

7{s,t) -* Q{s,t) at s = 0, t = u = va\ (1)

The Born amplitude is given by the sum of one pion exchange contributions in the

t- and u-channels, together with a contact term to ensure gauge invariance. Thus

at Low's low energy point, the amplitude is completely given by the graphs of Fig.

3 for 5r+7r~ and is zero for jr°7r°.

t U

Y

Y

TC

Fig. 3 : QED Born amplitude for 77
diagrams.

TT

TC

7r+ir~ is the sum of these three Feynman

Now, of course, 7 doesn't suddenly become 8 at one kinematic point. It smoothly

approaches it along any line at fixed scattering angle in the t- and u-channels 10).

But over what sort of region does this smoothness apply ? This is understood by

considering the Mandelstam plane in the neighbourhood of the low energy point,

Fig. 4.

The poles of the Born amplitude are marked along the lines at t = mj , u = m\

that are close to the forward and backward directions, respectively, of the s-channel



Fig. 4 : Mandelstam plane showing the three related physical regions, s-channel:
T 7 —• 7T7T, t & u - c h a n n e l s : ^TT —+ qiv.

(•77 —* TT) physical region. These will dominate the size and shape of the cross-

section over a region determined by where the next nearest singularity occurs. This

will be generated by some other crossed-channel exchange, which for 77 —»it+ir~

must have 1=1 in the t- and u-channels. Thus the lowest mass exchange after ir

exchange would be two pions in an 1=1 state. This is dominated by the p. Since

the corresponding poles at t — m* ~ 30m*, and similarly for the u-channel, are

so far away and since the coupling of the it and p must be of similar size, since the

photon couples to the charged constituents of the hadrons, the one-pion-exchange

Born amplitude dominates the low energy s-channel region over all the region

shown in Fig. 4. As we go up in energy, though the ir exchange poles come even

closer to the forward and backward directions in cos $, dominating even more the

near forward and backward cross-sections, the p and other exchange poles also

come nearer, so that at costf = 0, they are not so much further away than it

exchange. Thus if we write the amplitude as

7 = 8 + £ (2)

where Z includes all pieces left after the Born amplitude has been extracted, then

for the J=0 wave, for example;

£0 = 1 (3)
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one factor of s in Co coming from the low energy theorem that requires Z(s = 0) =

0 and the other from the particular couplings. This is true whether we consider

elementary p exchange or form-factor effects at the ~iirx vertices in the Born am-

plitude, which also have a range set by the p mass. This quantifies the fact that at

low energies, say below 600 MeV, we can expect the Born amplitude to control the

size of the cross-section. Of course, above that energy the collective effect of all

the other exchanges included in Z have to be determined by experiment, pending

an exact QCD calculation !

Now in a relativistic, causal description, if we define the component of the

amplitude we called Z just to be the part generated by crossed-channel dynamics

( it produces the left hand cut in the amplitudes with definite spin ), there is also

a component, we denote by Z, which is generated by direct channel dynamics,

which gives the amplitude its right hand cut. Thus completely generally, we can

write

7 = B + Z + Z (4)

where B contains that left hand cut contribution that extends down to s=0 and Z

contains the rest of this, while R has only the right hand cut from a = 4mJ to +oo.

Dynamically, this last component is generated by final state interactions, in which

the pions scatter strongly. This is the contribution that makes the cross-section

for jr°jr0 non-zero, as icy —*• JT+T~ —• 5r°jr°. Now what determines the size of this

contribution ?

3. FINAL STATE INTERACTIONS and UNITARITY

Here enters the last of our model-independent properties, namely the conser-

vation of probability. First let us consider its consequences for a wholly strong

interaction process. The conservation of probability means that the S-matrix is

unitary and for a given channel, like itir —• irx, gives a relation diagonalized by

amplitudes with definite spin and isoapin. Let's call these 7 . Thus we have,

Fig. 5,

ImT( )n r -» nir) = ^ pn 7 (JTJT -* n)* 7 (n ->• •**) (5)
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where the pn are the appropriate phase space factors for each intermediate state

n. The sum is over all kinematically allowed intermediate states - that in prin-

ciple includes non-hadronic channels, like e+e~, -77, etc, but these are, of course,

negligible compared to strongly interacting states, so we can imagine switching off

weak and electromagnetic interactions.

Fig. 5 : Unitarity condition for vie —* nir amplitudes with definite I and J.

Now in the case of low energy vir scattering, the only possible intermediate

state is then KIT itself. Indeed, the region where this occurs is sizeable, not just

because the pion is the lightest of hadrons, but because experiment tells us that

4n, 6n, etc channels are not important until after we pass the KK threshold, which

is the first strongly coupled inelastic channel. Thus from 280 MeV upto roughly

1 GeV, 7T7T is an elastic process ( small additions of multipion channels, like those

of weak and electromagnetic processes have a negligible effect ). Thus below KK

threshold, we have simply for each I and J

I A. 2
Im T (wir —»jnr) = y T (srjr —• TJT)* T (TJT —* irx)

V S
(6)

Being a non-linear constraint, this determines the scale of the strong interaction

amplitude and has the well-known solution

(7)

in which the phase and modulus of the amplitude are related and which trivially

constrains the modulus such that y/(s - Am\) Ja | 7 | < 1. Though, above KK

threshold, this particular relation no longer applies, unitarity is still, of course, a

requirement, but it now relates not just the nr —*• JTJT channel to itself but to both

a-*- —• KK and KK -* KK and is a more complicated constraint to implement.
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To see what eq. (7) tells us, let us consider the I = 0 J = 0 inr cross-section
abstracted ( apart from the /fe4

 n ) results ) from dipion production initiated by TT
beams at high energy. This effectively gives us the modulus of T. A compilation
of data from TJT threshold to beyond KK threshold is shown in Fig. 6.
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— Unitarity Limit

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
M,,(GeV)

0.8 0.9 I.O

Fig. 6 : Cross-section for I=J=0 TT —* TT scattering. The dashed line marks the
unitarity limit. The data near threshold are the Kt* TT results (squares) n ) . The
CERN-Munich results 12) are from the analysis of Estabrooks and Martin from 0.5
to 0.6 GeV (open circles) and above 0.6 GeV from the energy-independent analysis
of Ochs (solid circles). The dotted line, labelled CLEO, shows the cross-section
predicted by the CLEO er-resonance 2S); this hits the unitarity limit of some 1.5
barns (!) at 300 MeV. The dash-dot line, labelled BM, is the prediction of the
(7-resonance of ref. 26.

Notice that this cross-section has no narrow bumps ascribable to isolated Breit-
Wigner-like states, rather it has a steady rise up to the unitarity limit set by
| T | < y/a/ (s — 4m|), then a steep drop near 1 GeV from essentially its maximum
height to zero and then a rise up again. This drop is indeed correlated with the
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energy-dependent analysis of Ochs l2h The 1=2 data are from Hoogland et al. 13)
showing both their method A (open triangles), method B (solid circles) results.
The curves through these data are a slight modification of the amplitudes of ref. 14.
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onset of KK threshold, since the ww —• KK cross-section rises sharply to a sizeable
fraction of its allowed maximum. This points to some dynamical feature coupling
strongly not only to XJT but to KK too. What this is is illustrated by showing the
phase-shift for the I = J = 0 wave deduced from these data, Fig. 7.

This is seen to rise steadily up to 90", then near 1 GeV to rise very rapidly
by 180° in the neighbourhood of KK threshold and then to resume its rise more
slowly. If we cut out a 50 MeV band in the region of KK threshold and lower the
higher phase by 180° ( a shift that leaves T invariant), then we have a steadily
rising phase, Fig. 7, that we ascribe to a broad u or e or /0 at 900 MeV with a
width of 600 MeV. In the middle of this is the rapid onset of the KK channel and
the accompanying narrow S* or /o resonance. In the most complete analysis of
essentially all reactions with vie and KK final states by Au et al. 14\ this is in
fact one of 2 states in this region - the Si (991), which couples both to irir and
KK, while the 52(988} is a KK bound state. This scenario is further supported
( with admittedly limited statistics ) by the LASS results on K~p —> KsKgA. 15).
Whether there are just two qq states as the naive quark model requires, or three as
the intrusion of a glueball would mean u \ or more, as Mike Chanowitz 16) would
like, to make room for his qqqq states, what their -77 couplings are is an essential
guide to their parton identification.

Im

Tl

Fig. 8 : Unitarity constraint for 77 —• JTJT in the energy region below the first
inelastic threshold, effectively 1 GeV.

Now what has all this to do with the amplitude for 77 -*• jnr, eq. (4), that
we were constructing. Well, unitarity applies to this process too and below KK
threshold ( thanks to experiments reported at this meeting that show that multi-
pion channels are small here too below 1 GeV 17) ), the itv intermediate state is



the only significant one, so that as in Fig. 8

Im / (77 - * **) = y *m* 7 (77 -> **)* T (TTJT -H. *») (8)

This is now a linear constraint on 7, so its modulus is not determined but rather
its phase is constrained to be the phase of the nx —• TTTT amplitude with the same
set of quantum numbers. So if we write

7 = I 7 I e* then 0 = 5 (9)

for £ < 2m#. This is Watson's theorem 18). Above KK threshold, there is
still a constraint, but this again relates more channels to each other. Thus below
KK threshold, we know the phase of each 77 —• JTJT spin and isospin amplitude.
What does this tell us ? Well, in a relativistic, causal description, amplitudes have
well-defined analytic properties, which mean their real and imaginary parts ( and
their phases and moduli) are related to each other. The Breit-Wigner amplitude
is a simple illustration of this, in which the peak in the modulus is correlated with
the 180° phase change, and vice versa. How can we make use of this ?

Let us imagine we know the 77 —• JTJT phase, <j> (s), everywhere from threshold
to infinity, then we can define an analytic function, known as the Omnes function,

which has only a right hand cut and has the phase <t> of the amplitude 7. Then
remembering, eq. (4), that / = 8 + C + Z, we *:an write a unique representation
for both L and Z 19'20\ so that for J=0 :

tf

— see ref. 20 for the complete expression for any J. Though the size of the non-one-
pion-exchange parts of the left hand cut, that make up £., can only be determined
by experiment, the right hand cut contribution is completely specified once we
know the phase <j>. Of course, we only really know this below KK threshold. From
the way the denominator in the dispersion relation peaks at V = s, this means
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n(s) is only well determined well below 1 GeV - in fact up to 700 MeV. Pending
an exact calculation of non-perturbative QCD, only experiment can say what it is
above that energy, though the representation, eq. (11), will constrain its possible
variation. This representation may look complicated, but it has to do something
complicated. It has to turn the real Born contribution which dominates exactly as
a - » 0 into a complex amplitude with the correct phase structure - a non-trivial
effect, particularly when one considers that around 700 MeV, for instance, the
S-wave amplitude is largely imaginary.

4. LOW ENERGY CROSS-SECTIONS PREDICTED

Below 500 MeV or so, since we have argued that the contribution t is small,
and phase differences above KK threshold have little influence, the cross-section
for T7 -> ir+ir~,ir°ir° are determined in a model-independent way. These predic-
tions 20>21) are shown in Fig. 9 - the bands reflecting the uncertainties in the ICK

phase-shifts of Fig. 7, and in the left hand cut contributions. We see that for
jr+ft-~, final state interactions enhance the Born cross-section at very low energies
and then suppress it above 400 MeV, while the ft0**0 cross-section becomes non-
zero, but remains small. How do these compare with experiment ? We begin with
the charged channel.

Firstly, we have the results on 90° scattering from PLUTO 5). The curve B
in Fig. 10 shows the Born cross-section for orientation and the curve A is the
predicted cross-section. At low masses, this doesn't agree with the data very
well, but then the first, two data points have very large errors and the data above
600 MeV are Lnown not to agree with other experiments like TPC 6 \ which
unfortunately don't go down to lower JTJT masses. So perhaps we shouldn't worry
about such a small disagreement. But then comes a second experiment from DM1
and DM2 22\ the combined data of which is shown in Fig. 11. Having a quite
different angular acceptance, their results are skewed in a quite different way with
the Born contribution again given by the curve labelled B. The prediction of Fig. 9,
we infer from this to give the imperceptibly different curve A. (DM1&2 23) strongly
argue that only by feeding a modol through their Monte Carlo can one know
for certain what the outcome is. That is, in principle, correct, but, in practice,
as amplitudes A and B do not have dramatically different angular distributions,
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Fig. 9 : 77 —* JTJT cross-section in the low energy region as computed in refs. 21,
20 for both it+w~ and jr°3r° final states. The bands reflect present uncertainties
in the rrir phase shifts, Fig. 7. B is the Born cross-section (Fig. 3).

their DM1&2 cross-sections can differ little from the curve A shown, since the Born
contribution B is given by the collaboration ). The errors on the data are large
and largely reflect the small statistics, but these might even be bigger in reality,
since charged pions are not actually detected, but only charged pairs. Pions are
inferred from the small surplus over the computed M~*>~ background. Their data
is a few standard deviations from what the model-independent cross-section, A,
must be and with limited statistics, there is no disgrace in that.

Nevertheless, one might say "why should one believe the absolute properties
built into our representation for 7, eq. (11) ?". Surely, these data point to a
low mass irn enhancement, satisfactorily described by the curves E and BDI in
Figs. 10, 11. A similar enhancement has been seen in T" —» TJTJT, perhaps it's
the same effect. There CLEO 2S) claim a 300 MsV mass a with a width of 300
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Fig. 10 : *Y7 -* 7r+jr~ cross-section as a function of Mrr. The experimental
results from the PLUTO group 5) are for d<r/dcos0 for | cosfl | < 0.2. These
are compared with the predictions of amplitudes A (full line), E (dashed) and
the Born B (dotted) of ref. 20. The Born cross-section modified by final state
interactions in the ft region gives the curve M.

MeV, while Belanger and Moxhay 26) want a 450 MeV mass resonance with a
width of some 150 MeV. Is this possible ? Well, any model requiring a resonance
in a mr final state obviously predicts a phase for the relevant amplitude and by
Watson's theorem, eq. (9), the same phase must occur for the corresponding
T5T -» jrjr amplitude. Elastic unitarity then predicts, knowing the phase, what
the modulus of the TCK amplitude is, eq. (7), and hence determines the mr elastic
cross-section. Indeed, it predicts that this cross-section must reach its unitarity
limit in the region of the resonance. Thus the CLEO and Belanger & Moxhay
V models predict the cross-sections indicated in Fig. 6, larger even by orders of
magnitude than the observed 1=0 J=0 JTJT cross-section. Clearly, such a low mass
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< 0.71) 22) compared with the predictions from the amplitudes A (full line), E
(dashed) of ref. 20 and BDI (dash-dot) 24) obtained by scaling the reported Born
spectrum B 2i\

resonance coupling to JTT, whether in T" —> TJTTT or 77 —* jnr has unacceptable

consequences 27)

Since, we neglect unitarity only at our peril, perhaps the DM1&2 enhancement
is because the left hand cut contribution, £, to the amplitude is not as negligible as
we have claimed here. By making these contributions to the cut start closer to s=0
than we had expected, implying the existence of significant 1=1 mr exchange below
the p, such terms can indeed be arranged to produce a low mass enhancement and
these are given by the curves E in Figs. 10, 11. Of course, this has no justification
beyond agreeing with the near threshold n+x~ data. But Barnes, Dooley and
Isgur 24) have a non-relativistic model that is claimed to do just what is needed
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and gives the curve labelled BDI in Fig. 11. Of course, this model, being non-

relativistic, knows nothing of the constraints imposed by a relativistic, causal

description and so can generate predictions different from our absolute A. What

is wrong with this ? Well, while it "successfully" enhances the ir+ic~ channel

mainly through the I=J=0 contribution, it predicts, just from isospin invariance,

an enhancement in the jr°jr° channel - shown in Fig 12 - in total disagreement with

experiment ! Of course, our cooked-up model E does the same. Thus, any model

( see also ref. 29 ) that agrees with the DM1&2 data exactly ( and not just a few

standard deviations lower ) makes unacceptable predictions for either inr elastic

scattering or the 77 -+ w°ir° channel. In contrast, taking the 1=0, 2 nir J=0

phase-shifts in detail, Fig. 7, and the general representation, eq. (11), neglecting

£, gives the prediction for the ir°3r° cross-section shown in Fig. 13 in remarkable

agreement with the final Crystal Ball data 3°) near threshold. The deviation at

masses above 550 MeV, is attributable to £ being non-zero, as expected from eq.

(3).

Fig. 12 : 1987 preliminary Crystal Ball results 9) on the 77 -»• ir°irQ cross-section,
assuming both spin 0 (full line with errors) and spin 2, helicity 2 (broken line)
acceptances, compared with the JT0*0 cross-section computed from the model of
Barnes, Dooley and Isgur (BDI) 24> as described in ref. 28.
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Fig. 13 : Low energy Crystal Ball data 30) for | cosfl | < 0.8 compared with the
prediction of the formalism presented here with the phase-shifts of Fig. 6 (solid
curve) and of one loop chiral perturbation theory 35^ (dashed curve).

5. MODELS WITH CURRENT ALGEBRA - unitarised and not

The formalism espoused here 20) is identical in spirit to the model of Men-

nessier 31), much uifed by experimentalists. This is a special case of this formal-

ism, in which the underlying interaction is assumed to be described by an effective

Lagrangian, in which the bare poles coupling to mr and 77 are put in by hand.

The strength of the interaction is normalized by imposing the constraints of cur-

rent algebra and, since current algebra does describe low energy TTTT dynamics

rather well, thi3 approximation is a meaningful one. The resulting Feynman am-

plitudes are then unitarized. In contrast, in our approach, the detailed dynamics

is not assumed in advance but is taken directly from experiment ( for example,

through the phase-shifts of Fig. 7 ). A special case of Mennessier's special case is

the model of Brown and Goble 32\ extended to Tf —> inr by Goble, Rosner and

Rosenfeld ^J. Here, the low energy current algebra description of irir interactions

is extended to higher energies not through a Lagrangian with assumed interactions,

as Mennessier does, but by the.phenomenologic&l inclusion of an attractive 1=0 in-

teraction, represented by some «, and by a repulsive effect in the 1=2 channel. The

two parameters of this model are then adjusted so that it roughly describes the irir
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phase-shifts below 900 MeV or so. It then ineluctably accords with the measured

77 —• jr°jr° cross-section and predicts a 77 —»ir+ir~ cross-section in keeping with

the bands of Fig. 9. So this model really adds little to the understanding we

already gain from the formalism of §3.

A calculation of the 77 —> ir°v° cross-section, that is, in principle, less phe-

nomenologically adjustable, is provided by the use of chiral perturbation theory
34). This too incorporates Weinberg's current algebra model of inr scattering in an

effective Lagrangian. However, being a non-renormalizable theory, it requires new

parameters to be specified from experiment at each order of perturbation theory

that is not finite. However, as noted by Bijnens iz Cornet 35) and by Donoghue,

Holstein & Lin 3S), the one loop contributions to 77 —• x°ir° are finite, since the

tree-level terms vanish for this process. Thus, to this order, chiral perturbation

theory makes a definite prediction for this reaction. Of course, the higher orders

are unknown and being perturbation theory it only fulfills unitarity order by order

and so the lowest order can only be applied at low energies, where unitarity effects

are unimportant. With these caveats, the prediction of refs. 35 is shown in Fig.

13. Since it rises from 0 to 00, it inevitably crosses the data somewhere, but that

this happens at an energy ( ~ 500 MeV ), where the model is believed applicable,

is reassuring.

However, as noted by Donoghue, Holstein & Lin 3S), chiral perturbation theory

requires, at least at lowest order, that

a (77 "> T°T° ) oc a (TT+TT" - * * V ) (12)

The latter process has an Adler zero at s as mj., which is here transmitted to

the 77 reaction and consequently suppresses the near-threshold cross-section, far

more than experiment requires, Fig. 13. Thus, in this model, the behaviour of

the modulus of the wir elastic amplitude transmits to the 77 reaction, cf eqs (8,9),

while Watson's theorem only requires the phases to be related, eq. (9). Thus the

predictions of chiral perturbation theory seem to be unnecessarily restrictive and,

at first sight, at variance with experiment. This may be traced to its imperfect

implementation of unitarity - a problem perhaps worthy of further study. In

contrast, our general formalism requires no such zero.



6. T H E h (12*0) RESONANCE A N D ITS 77 COUPLING

Going up in energy above 500 MeV, we leave the region anchored by the low

energy theorem, eq. (1), and highly constrained by general principles. The phase

of the 77 -+ 7T5T amplitude above KK threshold and the more distant left hand cut

effects become increasingly important and these can really only be determined by

experiment, particularly for the J=0 amplitude. However, because the J=2 wave

is dominated by the /2(1270) resonance, which is highly elastic, the phase of these

waves even above KR threshold must remain close to that of icx —> TTJT up to, say,

1450 MeV. Consequently, we can reliably compute the Omnes function, eq. (10),

and the modifications implied by final state interactions, viz. 8 + Z, through the

/2(l270) region.

1.0 1.*
MiTTC (G*V)

1.8

Fig. 14 : 77 —• ir+ir~ spectrum as a function of A/*-* and an inset of the angular
distribution in the / j region. The experimental results from the TPC/77 collab-
oration 6) for | cos 9 | < 0.8 are compared to the predictions of the amplitudes A
(full line), C (dotted), D (dot-dashed) and E(dashed) of ref. 20.
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First, though, if we had a complete set of measured observables from 1100 MeV

to 1450 MeV ( with polarisation measurements and complete angular coverage

too ), we could unambiguously separate out the J=2 contribution to the cross-

section and divide this into the helicity ( A ) 0 and 2 components, fit these to an

analytic expression in dipion mass, continue to the pole on the nearby unphysical

sheet and determine the 77 coupling of the fi and its A = 0 : A = 2 ratio.

However, with no polarisation measurements, the two helicity components cannot

be separated unambiguously. Moreover, with incomplete angular coverage, the

orthogonality of the J=0, 2 ( A = 0 ) components is lost and the amount of S-

wave under the fi cannot be determined uniquely. Experimentalists note that

their angular distributions are consistent with pure A = 2 ( which gives a sin2 9

distribution, implying little of the cross-section is missed by not covering the near

forward and backward directions, Fig. 14 ) and abstract a 77 coupling of the fi

from that. Though theoretical prejudice supports the fi coupling to two photons

only with helicity 2, since in the non-relativistic quark model the fi is a 3Po state,

experiment cannot really show this, see the inset in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 15 : Angular distribution for 77 -+ 7r°ir0 in the /2 region of 1150-1350 MeV
as functions of cos 0 : (a) shows those for model amplitudes A, C, D and E of ref.
20 assuming 100% acceptance, (b) assumes an acceptance of [1 — cos2 0/0.64].

As illustrated in Fig. 15 2 0 \ four different amplitudes with different amounts

of A — 0 components of the fi and different amounts of S-wave background give
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quite different angular distributions. However, if we observe only 80% of the
angular range, which is the most any experiment does, then the differences in
these amplitudes can only be checked by very high precision data; the restricted
angular distributions look so similar, Fig. 15. Of course, this implies sizeable
uncertainties in the amount of A = 0 component of the fa and in the size of its
S-wave background and this strongly influences the value of the coupling of the f%
to 77 that can be abstracted. Thus, from experiment, there will always be a far
greater uncertainty in the F(/2 —• 77) than the pure A = 2 ansatzes would suggest.
Moreover, since with limited angular information, we cannot reliably extrapolate
to the complex pole to determine the coupling, we have to rely on the peak height
for the coupling. Then the question also arises of how much of the peak is the
resonance and how much is background. The standard experimentalist's answer
is to use the Born cross-section as a measure of the background. This is a totally
meaningless thing to do. In the 1250 MeV region, the dominant contribution to
the Born amplitude has J = X = 2, just like the fi(1270) itself. However, the Born
amplitude is wholly real, while on resonance, the J = A = 2 amplitude must be
dominantly imaginary. Once again, it is the modifications of the Born amplitude
by final state interactions, viz 8 + X eq. (4), that has the right phase structure.
As noted long ago by Mennessier 3 1 \ this actually vanishes in the /2(1270) region
( see the curve M in Fig. 10). This is the correct representation of the background
under the resonance in the J=2 wave and clearly leaves a far bigger contribution to
be ascribed to the resonance than the simplistic Born estimate. Thus, even for a
resonance as prominent and as readily observed as the /2(l270), the uncertainties
in its coupling to 77 must be at least 30% 20) and are likely to remain so, even
as we move towards an Amplitude Analysis : a far larger uncertainty than given
not only in any of the results previously published ( see refs. 36 for compilations
and discussions of these ), but also those presented here. A complete treatment
of the errors will be an important aspect of any Amplitude Analysis of these new
data.

7. SCALAR MESONS IN THE 1 GEV REGION

Let us finally return to the region between 600 MeV and 1150 MeV, where the
J=0 amplitude has the potential to reveal several scalar states. The identification
of the parton content of these is the important physics reward to be reaped from
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for three different choices for the behaviour of the phase of the relevant amplitude
above KK threshold as described in the text. The S-wave component, B, of the
Born cross-section is shown for normalization.

such an analysis. Though only experiment can settle what the 77 couplings are,
any analysis is, of course, still subject to the constraints imposed by the general
properties embodied in the representation, eq. (11). In computing the Omnes
function, eq. (10), in this region, the relative coupling to wir and to KR is very
important hi determining the phase of the S-wave 7-7 —* irir amplitude. This is
readily illustrated by computing the S-wave cross-section modified by final state
interactions ( i.e. from just B + Z ). In Fig. 16 is shown this cross-section
weighted by M*r for three ansatzes for this phase. The dotted line assumes ( quite
unreasonably, of course ) that photons only couple to non-strange quarks, then
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the phase of 77 —• TJT would continue to equal that of nir —*• inr, even above KK

threshold, and consequently the cross-section would dip ~ 1 GeV, like the elastic
cross-section in Fig. 6. The other two curves have differing strengths of coupling to
strange quarks and there the S* ( or S\t2 ) show up as peaks in the cross-section.
Before considering this, let us note that as previously advertised, these 3 quite
different ansatzes give almost identical cross-sections below 600 MeV.

300

o
VI

§ 200

V

100

r*r- MARK H
r" r" CRYSTAL BALL

O 1 ^
• • i

0.3 0.5
MTT(GeV)

Fig. 17 : 77 —* 7r+7r cross-section (open circles, left hand scale) for [ cos 9 \ < 0.6
from Mark II 37) (their one identified pion spectrum ) and the 77 —» ir°ir° cross-
section ( solid circles, right hand scale ) for | cosfl |< 0.8 from Crystal Ball 30).
These two would be equal if the 1=0 components dominate and if the unobserved
angular region contributes negligibly.

Now, how big a peaking occurs in the S-wave around 1 GeV ( Fig. 16 ) will
be related to the 77 couplings of the scalar states and their couplings to irir and
KK. In experiment, of course, any S-wave peak will be at most a small blip
on top of the dominant J=2 contribution. Such a peak is indeed seen in the
Mark II ir+*- data 37) and a shoulder in the final Crystal Ball ir°ir° results 30>,
shown in Fig. 17. To abstract the S-wave cross-section, like that in Fig. 16,
requires an Amplitude Analysis of the type outlined here, to separate the signal
from its interference with all other A = 0 waves ( predominantly the rising J=2
component ) and from the increasingly important J = A = 2 wave, incorporating
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the experimental energy resolution and angular acceptance, and so on. Only by
moving towards an Amplitude Analysis will we be able to extract what the 77
couplings of the all important /o states are reliably. In principle, a useful addition
in determining these are data on 77 -*• K+K~, KsKs, just above KK threshold
- with angular separation so we know how much is the S-wave fraction. The data
on kaon channels are presently far too poor to provide a useful constraint and
unfortunately are likely to stay that way.
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Fig. 18 : I=J=0 5TT elastic phase. The data are as in Figs. 6, 7 with the same
curve through these points. The lines labelled Fits 1, 2 are the phases implied by
the Mark II fits 37> to their data of Fig. 17.

But you may well say "surely we have already heard at this conference what
these /o couplings are from several groups ?". Indeed, the Mark II77 widths 37) of
0.2 to 0.4 keV for the 5* and 1.5 to 2.5 keV for the c(600) made Mike Chanowitz 16)
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so pessimistic that he thought all these scalar states in the 1 GeV region must be

qqqq objects and the q$ states with their expectedly larger widths of several keV

must be hiding elsewhere. These conclusions were based on the fits to the Mark

II data with Breit-Wigners representing the broad and overlapping e(600), the

S*(975), an €(1425) ( in their Fit 1 ) and a real Born background weighted by

some fudge factor. Though this is no worse than many of the other fits we have

heard about here, not just to JTJT, but to pp, pu etc, etc, we can in this case check

and show that it is totally meaningless to treat these overlapping resonances in

this way. Their model for the I=J=0 77 —» TTTT amplitude has a phase, which

by unitarity is the phase of I=J=0 irir elastic scattering ( by now a very familiar

story ! ). It predicts the curves shown in Fig. 18. This is not even close to the

•Kir phases with which it has to agree if the fits are to have any meaning. Let

me stress Mark II are not alone in this. Crystal Ball have fitted their low energy

plateau below 1 GeV ( Fig. 17 ) with a broad e and reached equally meaningless

conclusions on its couplings 16> - here it is crucial to include the large cancellation

between the 1=0 and 1=2 amplitudes, which is what is responsible for the smallness

of the low mass cross-section. All of this is, of course, automatically included in

the formalism described here 20).

We therefore cannot conclude that the 77 couplings of the scalars are anything

like those Mark II claim till a sensible Amplitude Analysis has been performed.

Hopefully, the formalism outlined here, together with the new x+v~, ir°ir° data,

e.g. Fig. 17, presented at this meeting, will tie these couplings down by the time

of the next photon-photon conference.

Though we have concentrated on the JTJT channel, these remarks apply to all

hadronic channels, but the constraints are tightest in the TTT case. So if we cannot

move towards an Amplitude Analysis there, we haven't a hope of ever concluding

anything with any certainty in processes like 77 —» pp, pu, where with spinning

particles in the final state, the ambiguities are inevitably far greater.
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